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DUROTEC FLEECE BRUSH DURO-GRIND

€20,66 (excl. VAT)

Thanks to the grain distribution in the fleece, the DuroGrind offers a longer service life. The constant grit
ensures an even sanding pattern. Equipped with elastic nylon fleece with granules, it is ideal for shadow-
free matting, satinising and polishing of stainless steel and non-ferrous metals. It removes staining after
welding stainless steel, light deburring and light oxidation. In addition, it can be used on wood to smooth
surfaces. With a maximum speed of 5,600 /min and a recommended speed of 2,900 /min, it is suitable for

both wet and dry use

Available in different grain sizes.

SKU: N/A
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description Grain Price

DUR-310107 K320 €20,66 (excl. VAT)

DUR-310106 K180 €20,66 (excl. VAT)

DUR-310105 K80 €20,66 (excl. VAT)

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN
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Known for its excellent properties, the DuroGrind brush consistently delivers high-quality surface results.
Whether ferrous and non-ferrous metals or alloyed and unalloyed steel, this versatile brush offers optimal

performance.

Thanks to the improved properties of DuroGrind, you can rely on exceptional surface quality. With DuroGrind,
you can achieve the highest quality regardless of the type of metal you process.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Higher tool life due to grain distribution in the fleece
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Thanks to constant grit, the DuroGrind ensures an even sanding pattern
Features elastic nylon fleece with granules, making it ideal for shadow-free matting, satinising and

polishing of stainless steel and non-ferrous metals.
Removal of staining after welding stainless steel

Light deburring
Removal of light oxidation

It can also be used on wood to smooth surfaces.
The abrasive has a maximum speed of 5,600 /min and a recommended speed of 2,900 /min

Applicable both wet and dry

DESCRIPTION

Known for its excellent properties, the DuroGrind brush consistently delivers high-quality surface results.
Whether ferrous and non-ferrous metals or alloyed and unalloyed steel, this versatile brush offers optimal

performance. Thanks to the improved properties of DuroGrind, you can rely on exceptional surface quality. With
DuroGrind, you can achieve the highest quality regardless of the type of metal you process.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0,3 kg

Dimensions 12 × 10 cm

Grain K80, K180, K320


